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Abstract

A conventional sonar ring measures the range to objects based on the first echo and is widely used in indoor mobile robots. In contrast, advanced sonar sensing can produce accurate range and bearing (incidence angle) measurements to multiple targets using multiple receivers and multiple echoes per each receiver at the expense of intensive computation. This report presents an advanced sonar ring that employs a low receiver sample rate to achieve processing of 48 receiver channels at near real time repetition rates of 11.5 Hz. The sonar ring sensing covers 360 degrees around the robot for specular targets for ranges up to six metres, with simultaneously firing of all its 24 transmitters. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques and interference rejection ideas are applied in this sensor to produce a fast and accurate sonar ring. Seven custom designed DSP boards process the receivers sampled at 250 kHz to maximize the speed of processing and to limit memory requirements. This report presents the new sensor design, the hardware structure, the software architecture, and signal processing of the advanced sonar ring. Repeatability and accuracy of the measurements are tested to characterize the proposed sensor. Due to the low sample rate of 250 kHz, a problem called cycle hopping can occur. The report presents a solution to cycle hopping and a new transmit coding based on pulse duration to differentiate neighbouring transmitters in the ring. Experimental data show the effectiveness of the designed sensor in indoor environments.
1. Introduction

Sonar ring sensors provide robots with low cost accurate range finders. A sonar ring is a set of sonar sensors configured around the robot to provide sensing of the surrounding environment without the mechanical complication and delays associated with scanning sensors. Conventional sonar rings employ Polaroid ranging modules or equivalent and suffer from poor bearing accuracy and interference problems. Furthermore, a fast, accurate and robust environment sensor is always a critical part of robotic tasks such as map building, localization, target tracking and collision avoidance. As an active sensor, sonar has advantages in accuracy, robustness and simplicity when compared with passive methods, such as vision or passive infra red. However, active sensing, and hence sonar, is subject to inter-sensor interference, requiring filtering to prevent erroneous measurements. Research in the past twenty years has progressively refined sonar’s accuracy and increased its functionality. Accurate range and bearing measurements of multiple objects have been achieved, enabling sonar systems to produce accurate maps and to localize the sonar within them. Researchers have developed a sonar ring that allows simultaneous firing and thresholding of echo signals to measure reflectors with a bearing accuracy of around 1 degree. Interference can be rejected, making possible the operation of multiple sonars in the same acoustic space, or in noisy spaces. This is important for cooperative robotics, swarm robotics or any time two sonar equipped mobile robots need to pass near each other. Meanwhile, Digital Signal Processor (DSP) systems have enabled the ultrasonic echo to be sampled at 12 bit amplitude resolution and 1 microsecond sample time and then processed in real time to measure range to 0.2 mm and bearing to 0.1 degrees. This approach is fast and accurate but operates in just one direction within the beamwidth of the transducers. Mechanical scanning and many measurements taken in sequence are needed to cover a full 360 degrees. With the decreasing cost and increasing performance of DSPs, it is now possible to perform intensive sonar echo processing around an entire ring of transducers from a single simultaneous set of transmissions in near real time as presented in this report. Thus the sequential scanning of the individual sonar sensors has been condensed into one measurement cycle of the advanced sonar ring. The use of DSP local processing relieves communication problems with a host computer as in where all echo samples are sent through the computer bus. A second advantage is that the DSP offers optimised instructions for high-speed signal processing over a general purpose computer – in particular the matched filter operations described in this report are extremely fast. Thirdly, there is little signal degradation since the physical distance between receiver and pre-amplifiers is reduced, allowing much better shielding to the front end of the receiver electronics.

This report presents the first self-contained sonar ring that achieves accurate and robust distance and range measurements around the robot at near real time rates – termed an advanced sonar ring. Each receiver of advanced sonar ring localizes multiple targets on one firing. This report describes the hardware design, the software architecture and signal processing of the advanced sonar ring.
The repetition rate of the sonar ring is limited by the time of flight to the furthest range of about 6 metres combined in parallel with DSP computation and serial communication between DSPs and a host computer. We achieve a repetition of approximately 11.5 Hz in this report. Some experimental results and basic sensor description appear in 11 and 12. This report elaborates on the theoretical aspects of the sensor and provides more detailed echo processing and more experimental results than 11 and 12. This report presents new repeatability and accuracy tests to characterize the sensor.

The custom designed multi DSP sonar ring sensor is shown in Fig. 1 mounted on an ActivMedia Pioneer 3 DX mobile robot. The multi DSP sonar ring consists of 48 transducers in 24 pairs each pair has a transceiver and a receiver so the ring has 24 transmitters firing simultaneously and 48 receivers. The simultaneous firing of a sonar ring has recently been used by other researchers for obstacle detection 13,14. In the advanced sonar ring, the bearing calculation is based on the difference between arrival time of echo in two receivers and a triangulation technique. As each pair covers approximately 15 degrees, the sonar ring gets information from almost all of the full 360 degrees around the robot as shown in experimental results for field of view in section 5.3.

The report is organised as follows. The next section contains an overview of the sensor, explains the hardware design and introduces all components of the advanced sonar ring. The signal processing of the advanced sonar ring is presented in section 3. This section contains the theory of RADAR reception, modeling templates and time-of-flight (TOF) estimation and shows that the maximum likelihood estimator of the arrival time of the echo corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise is the best estimator 15. This theory is important for understanding and solving the problem of cycle hopping, discussed later. In this section, also the concepts of template reference point offset table
and cycle hopping rejection are explained. Section 4 introduces the advanced sonar ring software architecture and the implementation of on-the-fly processing using highly optimised assembly code. This section also explains the implementation of matched filtering within a DSP context, yielding very accurate range and bearing estimation. Experimental results are presented in section 5 to show the effectiveness of the proposed system. Repeatability and accuracy tests are taken to characterize the sensor. In this section also an idea of interference rejection and the results are described. Conclusions and a discussion of further work are presented in the last section.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE ADVANCED SONAR RING

The advanced sonar ring works by simultaneously firing of all transmitters and hence emitting a burst of ultrasound in all directions, and waiting for the echoes reflected from any objects within the sound beam. Then potential echo sample intervals are extracted from all 48 receivers using a thresholding method. These echo sample intervals are later processed to obtain echo arrival times. To maximize the speed of the sensor and to be able to perform the task in the limited memory of the DSP memory, an interrupt service routine performs thresholding while receivers are listening to echoes. The delays, known as the TOF, are estimated for all the echoes reflected from different objects to every receiver in each firing. Then the calculated Distance-of-flight (DOF) of the returned echoes is twice the distance to the object. The bearing angle is determined by combining multiple measurements on different receivers. The basic idea is to calculate TOF for each receiver by means of signal processing technique similar to that used in RADAR $^{15}$. This technique is matched filtering (also called template matching) which is the minimum variance arrival time estimator in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise on the echo. A matched filter is based on finding the peak of the cross correlation of the echo with an a priori calculated template. This technique has been extensively used in $^{3,10,16,17}$. The problem of overlapping echoes is not addressed in this report. However, due to a short pulse length of about 64 µsec, this problem is minimized and the sensor can resolve targets which are separated more than 11mm apart.

Heale & Kleeman researched a real time DSP sonar echo processor which contains two transmitters and two receivers and was able to sample echoes in 1MHz, achieving a near real time repetition rate $^{10}$. The design of the advanced sonar ring evolved from that research. The Field of view of the Polaroid 7000 transducers used in our work is about 15 degrees, therefore 24 pairs of transducers are considered to cover all around the robot and make it able to estimate the bearing using one transceiver and one receiver in every pair. Six DSP boards called slave PCBs are designed to manage all 48 transducers. Each DSP is processing the echoes returned to eight receiver channels. In order to achieve the same data processing throughput and therefore the same repetition rate, a sampling rate of 250 kHz is used (instead of 1 MHz in $^{10}$ but for 8 receivers compared to 2 receivers in $^{10}$). The lower sampling rate maximizes the speed of processing and limits memory requirements but results in lower accuracy.
Finally a master DSP is designed to communicate with all slave PCBs and to manage them. A master DSP also in turn relays results of all slaves to a host computer over a serial line. One of the advantages of this configuration is that it relieves the computational burden of the host computer allowing computationally intensive applications to take place on a moving platform. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the software structure of the advanced sonar ring.

In the first design, the advanced sonar ring contained both analogue slave and digital slave on the same PCB and ISA bus was considered as communication device but due to the high speed of the Internal Direct Memory Access (IDMA) between slave processors and master processor communication errors were encountered. Therefore, the digital part was re-designed on a four layer board and the analogue slave was separated and PC104 type connector was chosen as the communication bus. In addition, we have encountered problems protecting the Analog to Digital Converters (ADC) from being destroyed through power supply transients and electrostatic discharge during construction. Finally, the digital slaves are re-designed using eight 1-channel ADCs instead of two 4-channel ADCs. The final hardware design is electronically robust and reliable (Fig. 3). The Power supply of the advanced sonar ring contains a 5 V source to supply six digital slaves and a master, a 24 V battery for the analogue slaves and a 12 V battery for DC-DC converters to produce 300 V bias on the transducers. Power consumption of the batteries are measured as 1.5 W for the 5 V source, 1.6 W for the 24 V source and 7.7 W for the 12 V source.

The various components of the advanced sonar ring hardware are described below.
2.1. A Ring Consisting of 48 Transducers

A group of eight Polaroid 7000 series transducers, arranged in four pairs, is controlled by a digital slave DSP board and an associated analogue board. The ring contains 24 pairs with each pair containing a transceiver and a receiver 40.5 mm and 15 degrees apart (Fig. 3).
2.2. Six Analogue Slave PCBs

Each slave board is responsible for controlling the transmission and data acquisition process for four pairs of transceiver and receivers, grouped into four pairs. Also the board contains a high voltage DC-DC converter to produce a 300 V bias on the 8 transducers (Fig. 1, 3).

2.3. Six Digital Slave PCBs

Each of the six digital slave boards contains a DSP and eight ADCs and connects to an analogue slave board via a ribbon cable (Fig. 1, 3). The DSP is responsible for generating the transmit pulses for the four transceivers and processing the echoes collected by the eight transducers. Eight 12-bit ADCs are configured to allow pairwise synchronised sampling of 8 input channels at 250 kHz sample rate. An AD2189M DSP from Analog Devices Inc. was chosen due to the single clock cycle access to on-chip RAM of 192 k bytes, allowing echoes to be extracted, stored and processed within the DSP chip. The speed of the on-chip memory allows the processor to fetch two operands (one from data memory and one from program memory) and an instruction (from program memory) in a single cycle.

2.4. A master PCB

A master board contains a 2189M DSP from Analog Devices Inc. 18, a flash memory and a high speed buffered UART (Fig. 1, 3). It communicates with a central computer via the high speed serial link and with all the digital slave boards via a PC104 type connector using the IDMA feature of the 2189M DSPs. The DSPs contain two DMA ports, Internal DMA port and Byte DMA port. The IDMA port provides an efficient means of access the on-chip program memory and data memory of the DSP with only one cycle per word of overhead. The IDMA port has a 16-bit multiplexed address and data bus and supports 24-bit program memory. The IDMA port is completely asynchronous and can be written to while the ADSP 2189M is operating at full speed 18.

The receiver channels are amplified and low pass filtered before sampling with ADCs at 250 kHz. The transmitter circuitry allows a programmable digital pulse train to be sent to the transducer without the need for preloaded memory buffers as required previously. Instead the slave DSP directly controls the transmit logic every microsecond under interrupt control. Variable gain preamplifiers increase the gain in a fixed profile after each firing to compensate energy lost of the received echo due to ultrasound absorption and dispersion in air 3. The master board sends all commands and reads the high level data from slave boards via a PC104 type connector, using IDMA of the DSP which allows high speed access to on-chip memory of the slave DSPs. The master DSP relays results from all slaves to a host computer using a RS232 serial port.
3. **Signal Processing for the Advanced Sonar Ring**

The operation of the advanced sonar ring relies solely on TOF information. The TOF is a measure of when received pulse is detected, relative to the time the pulse was transmitted. The performance of this sonar ring in localizing targets depends heavily on the accurate estimation of the TOF. In conventional sonar systems \(^2,^9\), a return pulse is detected at a receiver if the received signal exceeds a predetermined threshold. The TOF is the time at which the received signal surpasses the threshold. This method of estimating the TOF is susceptible to noise in the received signal and does not account for the changes in the sonar pulse shape. Consequently, the accuracy of this technique is limited while in reality the accuracy achievable with sonar can be far better \(^19\). This justifies the use of a more sophisticated method to achieve better accuracy in TOF estimation.

A matched filter is obtained by examining the cross correlation of the echo containing noise with the predicted pulse shape. The arrival time corresponds to the time shifted position of the predicted pulse that gives a maximum in the cross correlation \(^3,^20\). Theory of Radar shows that the Maximum Likelihood Estimator of the arrival time of the echo corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise is the matched filter \(^15\). This means that it is usually the best estimator in practice. The problem with the matched filter is predicting the echo pulse shape, since it depends on the bearing angle to the target, dispersion in air of ultrasound, scattering properties of targets and transmitter and receiver characteristics. Linear models exist that accurately predict pulse shape and matched filtering has been implemented successfully \(^20\).

### 3.1. Theory of Radar Reception

The theory of radar reception is relevant to this report because the matched filtering is used to estimate the arrival time of an echo and the accuracy of the sensor is based on the TOF estimation. The basic idea of radar reception is to calculate the delay of an echo from a received noisy signal. In this section we show that the matched filtering is the best arrival time estimator in theory. Equations (1-6) are based on \(^15\) and justify the optimality of the arrival time estimation used in the advanced sonar ring.

The problem is to extract the information from a noisy received signal. We assume that the wanted information in the receiver is \(x\) (in our case the arrival time), noise is white Gaussian and the received signal is denoted by \(y\). The signal \(y\) is available and we require the probability distribution \(p(x | y)\), which gives us some information about \(x\) from the knowledge of \(y\).

The calculation of \(p(x | y)\) is a problem of inverse probability. The product law for probabilities is

\[
p(x, y) = p(x)p(y | x) = p(y)p(x | y)
\]

and since \(y\) is given, the second side of these equations may be written
\[ p(x|y) = k_1 \quad p(x)p(y|x) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( k_1 \) is the normalizing constant of the distribution. In equation (2) \( p(x) \) is the prior probability of \( x \) and \( p(x|y) \) is the posterior probability of \( x \).

If we denote \( u_x \) as a time-dependent signal representing the information \( x \) (in our case the known pulse shape called a template) and \( n \) as additive white Gaussian noise, then the received waveform is

\[ y = u_x + n \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

which is available in the receiver and the reception method should determine \( p(x|y) \).

The Likelihood Function is written as

\[ p(y|x) = k_2 \exp\left(-\frac{E}{N_0}\right) = k_2 \exp\left(-\frac{1}{N_0} \int (y - u_x)^2 dt\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( k_2 \) is the normalizing constant of the distribution and \( N_0 \) is \( N/W \), \( N \) is the mean noise power and \( W \) is the bandwidth of the signal. The integral in the equation is definite and the limits must correspond to the total interval of time occupied by the signal. From equation (2) & (4):

\[ p(x|y) = k_1 k_2 \quad p(x) \exp\left(-\frac{1}{N_0} \int (y^2 + u_x^2) dt\right) \exp\left(\frac{2}{N_0} \int y u_x dt\right) = k_3 \exp\left(\frac{2}{N_0} \int y u_x dt\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Equation (5) shows that the term

\[ q(x) = \int y u_x dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

is the only term that depends on the arrival time, \( x \) (the prior distribution \( p(x) \) is assumed to be uniform) and therefore \( q(x) \) contains all relevant information about the posterior distribution. Equation (6) is a cross correlation between the received signal, \( y \) and a predicted noiseless received signal, \( u_x \).

In discrete form, equation (5) becomes:

\[ p(x|y) = k_3 \exp\left(\frac{2}{N_0} \sum \int y u_x \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Now let us continue with the problem of range finding or TOF estimation. The pulse shape will be denoted by \( u(t) \), a delay of \( \tau \) occurs in the pulse shape and the goal is to estimate the value of \( \tau \) by analysis of the received waveform \( y(t) \), given by

\[ y(t) = u(t - \tau) + noise \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

A predicted \( u(t) \), as a template, is available for comparison with \( y(t) \) at the receiver. It is assumed that \( \tau \) is independent of time which means the target is stationary, and also it will be assumed that all the noise in the system,
including that which is introduced by the receiver itself while operating on \( y(t) \), can be regarded as an addition to the input signal.

Equations (7) can be rewritten as

\[
p(\tau | y) = k_3 \exp\left(-\frac{2}{\lambda^2} \sum_{t} y(t) u(t - \tau)\right)
\]  

(9)

Equation (9) shows that to estimate the delay, it is sufficient to calculate the convolution of \( y(t) \) and \( u(\tau) \) - that is a cross correlation. None of the remaining terms involve \( \tau \).

The importance and effectiveness of cross correlation is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a) shows a typical sample of Gaussian noise. The noise was constructed using a random Gaussian function. The signal chosen is shown in Fig. 4 (b) which is real data captured by advanced sonar ring. As shown in the figure, \( u(t) \) is delayed by an amount \( \tau \) which represents the TOF for the target. The sum of noise and signal, \( y(t) \), is shown in Fig. 4 (c). \( u(t) \) and \( y(t) \) are available at the receiver, but \( \tau \) is not available directly. The problem is to estimate where \( u(t) \) is located in the noise.

Estimation process starts with
\[ q(\tau) = \frac{2}{N_0} \sum y(t)u(\tau - \tau) \quad (10) \]

\( q(\tau) \) has been computed over as wide range as possible, as shown in Fig. 4 (d). It will be seen that \( q(\tau) \) has reduced the bandwidth of the noise so that it has a similar structure to that of the signal. In fact, this is because of cross-correlation process, which is an effective filter.

In Fig. 4 (e), the exponential function of \( q(\tau) \) is plotted against \( \tau \), and if the prior distribution \( p(\tau) \) is uniform, this final graph represents the complete expression (9) for \( p(\tau \mid y) \).

It will be seen that all the posterior probability is concentrated in a narrow region of uncertainty at approximately the true value of \( \tau \). Actually, due to sampling effects and noise, the maximum of \( p(\tau \mid y) \) does not fall exactly at the true value shown in Fig. 4 (b). In fact, one of the important factors in this process is signal/noise energy ratio that affects the uncertainty of the delay estimation.

### 3.2. Modeling Templates

A prediction of the received pulse shapes is needed to perform the cross-correlation. An accurate pulse prediction assists in achieving accurate TOF estimates. Furthermore, an accurate pulse prediction enables confident identification of sonar pulses from signal contaminated by considerable noise. Modeling templates is therefore considered important for robustness and performance of the sonar ring. The sonar pulse depends on many factors which must be taken into account to accurately predict its shape. Most important factors are the transducer characteristics, the excitation signal applied to the transmitter, the bearing angles at which the sonar wave front strikes the transducer, the dispersion and the absorption of air and the properties of the reflector.

To predict the template pulse shape, these effects are incorporated into a physical linear model\(^3\). The anticipated signal at the receiver, \( rec(t; \theta_r, \theta_R, r) \), for a transmitter excitation \( s(t) \) is given by

\[ rec(t; \theta_r, \theta_R, r) = s(t - \frac{r}{c}) * h_{\text{trans}}(t, \theta_r) * \frac{1}{\rho} h_{\text{air}}(t, r) * h_{\text{refl}}(t) * h_{\text{rec}}(t; \theta_R) \quad (11) \]

where \( h_{\text{trans}} \) is the impulse response of the transmitter, \( h_{\text{air}} \) is the impulse response of sound in air, \( c \) is the speed of sound in air, \( h_{\text{refl}} \) is the impulse response of the reflector and \( h_{\text{rec}} \) is the impulse response of the receiver. In equation (11), the “\(*\)” represents the convolution operator. The distance \( r \) is the total distance of flight to and from the reflector. For plane and corner reflectors \( \rho \) is defined to be equal to \( r \), since a spherical wave front can be modeled as coming from a virtual transmitter at range \( r \) as explained in section 3.6. The angle \( \theta_r \) is the angle at which the sonar pulse emanates from the transmitter and \( \theta_R \) is the angle at which the sonar pulse approaches the receiver.

Since air is assumed to be a linear medium, the following property holds

\[ h_{\text{air}}(t; r_1 + r_2) = h_{\text{air}}(t; r_1) * h_{\text{air}}(t; r_2) \quad (12) \]
The transducers are much further from the reflector compared to the size, and therefore the impulse response due to the transmitter and receiver can be further refined as

\[ h_{\text{trans}}(t, \theta_T) = h_q(t, \theta_T) * h_T(t) \] (13)

\[ h_{\text{rec}}(t, \theta_R) = h_q(t, \theta_R) * h_R(t) \]

where \( h_T \) and \( h_R \) are the impulse responses of the transmitter and receiver at normal angle of transmission and incidence. Note that the same impulse response, \( h_q \), due to angular dependence applies to transmitter and receiver, due to reciprocity between transmitter and receiver. From equations (11-13) can be rewritten as

\[ \text{rec}(t, \theta_r, \theta_R, r) = \text{ref}(t - \frac{r}{c}) * h_q(t, \theta_T) * \frac{\rho_{\text{ref}}}{\rho} h_{\text{air}}(t, r - r_{\text{ref}}) * h_{\theta}(t, \theta_R) \] (14)

where the reference pulse

\[ \text{ref}(t) = s(t) * h_T(t) * \frac{1}{\rho_{\text{ref}}} h_{\text{air}}(t, r_{\text{ref}}) * h_{\theta}(t) * h_R(t) \] (15)

is created by a plane aligned in front of the transducer at a fixed reference distance \( r_{\text{ref}} \). The reference pulse \( \text{ref}(t) \) incorporates the time-invariant characteristics of the transmitter and receiver \( h_T \) and \( h_R \). By assuming that all indoor reflectors have similar responses, the impulse response \( h_{\text{ref}} \) is implanted into reference pulse \( \text{ref}(t) \). \( h_{\text{air}}(t, r_{\text{ref}}) \) and \( 1/\rho_{\text{ref}} \) represent the absorptive and spreading effects of air for the reference distance \( r_{\text{ref}} \). Using the reference pulse and the impulse responses \( h_q \) and \( h_{\text{air}} \), the received pulse shape \( \text{rec}(t, \theta_r, \theta_R, r) \) can be predicted from equation (14). Thus, to predict the received pulse shape, the impulse responses \( h_q \) and \( h_{\text{air}} \) must be determined.

The angular impulse response \( h_q \) can be obtained from the transducer shape. For a circular transducer \( h_q \) is a symmetric function of \( t \) given \( \alpha \) :

\[ h_q(t, \alpha) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{4c \cos(\alpha)}{\pi D \sin(\alpha)} \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{2t}{t_w} \right)^2} & -\frac{t_w}{2} < t < \frac{t_w}{2} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \] (16)

where \( t_w = D \sin(\alpha)/c \) and \( D \) is the transducer diameter \(^{21}\). As the distance to targets is usually much greater than the transmitter to receiver separation, the angles \( \theta_R \) and \( \theta_r \) are considered to be equal. Consequently, the angular response of the transmitter and receiver are combined to give \( h_q * h_q \) which is simply dependent on the single angle \( \theta \). However, when targets are close to sensor, the angles \( \theta_R \) and \( \theta_r \) may be sufficiently different to warrant individual attention.

In this work, we use the approach of Kleeman and Kuc \(^{3,20}\) in estimating the absorption as a function of frequency and apply it to estimate the impulse response of sound in air \( h_{\text{air}} \).
The sonar ring simultaneously fires all 24 transmitters of the ring using a very short square-wave pulse, and analysis simultaneously the waveforms at all 48 receivers using matched filters to accurately determine the arrival time of echoes.

The transmitted pulse is 2 cycles of 71.4 kHz plus a counter-timed burst to reduce reverberation in the transducer. The pulse is generated by momentarily removing a 300V bias, the same as is required to operate the transducers as receivers. Fig. 5 shows the voltage waveform used to drive transmitters, a sample waveform received from a smooth, hard reflector and the frequency components of the echoed signal using fast Fourier transform (FFT). A template for one metre range and zero bearing was used as a prototype, and above mentioned physical models were applied to generate the templates shown. The pulse absolute amplitude is normalised to maximum of 127, so the waveforms can be stored in an array of signed bytes. Multiple matched filters are required to maintain accuracy because the pulse shape depends greatly on the bearing of the reflector and its range. In fact, this dependence has been utilised for direct bearing measurement.

Due to different electronic circuits applying to transceivers and receivers of the advanced sonar ring, the echo pulse shapes of the same target are slightly different and therefore it is necessary to make particular sets of templates for each of them to gain the highest cross correlation. Reflections from long range at large angles are
unlikely to be detected, and are omitted from the template set. By symmetry, positive and negative angles are indistinguishable.

Because pulse shape depends on range and angle of arrival, several filters are generated. Finally 13 templates for each set are pre-computed for varying ranges and angles as shown in table 1 and saved in the DSPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. RANGES AND ANGLES OF TEMPLATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Time of Flight Estimation

Based on section 3.1, the maximum likelihood estimator for the arrival TOF with additive white Gaussian noise is the time \( \tau \) that maximizes the cross-correlation, \( \text{Cor}(\tau) \), between the received pulse \( p(t) \) and an anticipated pulse shape \( \text{ant}(t) \).

\[
\text{Cor}(\tau) = \frac{\sum_{t} p(t) \text{ant}(t - \tau)}{\sqrt{\sum_{t} p^2(t) \sum_{t} \text{ant}^2(t)}} \tag{17}
\]

The anticipated pulse shape \( \text{ant}(t) \) is a template modeled in section 3.2. The received echo is tried against all available templates for several different angles at the given range (Table 1), and the one which gives the highest correlation coefficient is selected to estimate the arrival time. A sonar pulse is registered if its maximum cross-correlation is greater than 80%. However, the noise is not always Gaussian which results in lower correlation for the echo. If the correlation is still more than 50%, it is registered as an unreliable echo otherwise it is discarded. There are some reasons why a pulse may be rejected including environmental noise, another sonar sensor using a different pulse shape, another transmitter in the same sonar ring using different pulse shape or overlapping pulses from different sources, resulting in a distorted pulse.

To estimate the TOF to sub-sample accuracy (less than 4 microseconds in the advanced sonar ring), parabolic interpolation is performed on the maximum three adjacent samples of \( \text{Cor}(\tau) \). If the three maxima \( y_0, y_1, \) and \( y_2 \) occur at integer sample numbers 0, 1 and 2, the parabolic estimate of the position of the maximum is
where $prev_{\ max\ pos}$ is the position of $y_1$ and $new_{\ max\ pos}$ is the new maximum position with sub-sample resolution.

TOF is determined by applying matched filtering to the echoes identified by thresholding. Each receiver sample is compared with a threshold to classify the sample as noise or part of an echo pulse. Since an echo pulse can legitimately pass through zero, a block processing technique is used. Each block of eight samples containing at least one sample with amplitude greater than the threshold is deemed to be part of an echo. When there are two or more consecutive blocks registered by thresholding, the process merges them along with the resulting ranges (sample numbers) for later template matching.

Filtering is performed by first choosing a set of appropriate templates using the start sample number of the echo and finding the approximate range of the echo, then cross correlating the received echo with all selected templates for varying angles in that range (Table I). For example if the start sample number of the echo shows an approximate range of 120 cm the first four templates of the table are chosen by the software. Then 13 correlation factors are calculated for the echo versus a selected template in 13 different alignments as explained later. The correlation between an echo and each template is performed on all samples for each alignment. Firstly the peak of the echo and the peak of the template are aligned with each other and the correlation factor is calculated with all samples. Then
shifting starts from one to six samples either side of the first alignment and correlation factors are calculated for each alignment on all samples. 13 different alignments are used to maximize the correlation coefficient and to find the accurate peak location in the echo. This is less comprehensive than a full convolution implementation but it can run faster. Each DSP processes all echoes of eight receivers and hence the process is computationally intensive.

After finding a reliable echo, exceeding the correlation threshold of 80%, the question is how to calculate the arrival time of the echo. In fact, the TOF is the start point (sample number of the first point) of the echo pulse, but noise can change the start point of the echo and more importantly in practice the thresholding, as explained, relies on groups of eight samples that at least one of them exceeds the threshold level, therefore the registered start point of the echo varies with time and can not be considered as a reliable TOF.

The definition of arrival time of the echo in the advanced sonar ring is the time related to the start point of the template when the alignment of template and pulse results in the maximum correlation. Fig. 6 shows an example of matched filtering where a maximum correlation occurs. The TOF is

\[
TOF = 4\mu \sec \text{pulse}_\text{peak}_\text{no} - \text{template}_\text{peak}_\text{no} - \text{shift}
\]

where \( \text{pulse}_\text{peak}_\text{no} \) is sample number of the pulse peak and \( \text{template}_\text{peak}_\text{no} \) is the sample number of the template peak, and in the calculation of the \( \text{shift} \), sub sample resolution is considered using equation (18).

\[
\text{shift} = \text{peak}_\text{dif} - \left( \frac{y_2 - 4y_1 + 3y_0}{2y_2 - 2y_1 + y_0} - 1 \right)
\]

where \( \text{peak}_\text{dif} \) is difference between the pulse peak and the template peak in such an alignment that maximum correlation occurs as shown in Fig. 6.

### 3.4. Offsets in TOF Estimation

This section considers discrepancies that arise when TOF is estimated with different angle and range templates. When an arrival echo is nearly equally between two templates in shape, noise in the signal can determine which template better matches an echo. Ideally the same TOF should result from using either different template, however this is not the case in practice as described in this section.

This error is a signal processing artifact due to varying sizes and asymmetric pulse shapes of templates used in matched filtering. In other words, the TOF depends on which template is used in matched filtering. The difference of TOF estimated by a template compared to the reference template (at 1 metre range and 1 degree angle) is defined as an offset in this section.

To find the offset consider the TOF of a template found from correlation with the reference template:

\[
\text{ref}(t) \circ \text{template}(t)
\]

(21)
where \( ref(t) \) is the reference template, \( template(t) \) is another template and the operator \( \otimes \) is used for cross correlation. Using equation (14), the expression (21) can be rewritten as

\[
ref(t) \otimes (ref(t) * h_0(t) * h_0(t) * h_{air}(t))
\]

(22)

It can be proved that

\[
f(t) \otimes (g(t) * h(t)) = (f(t) \otimes g(t)) * h(t)
\]

(23)

Using equation (23), the equation (22) can be rewritten as

\[
(ref(t) \otimes ref(t)) * h_0(t) * h_0(t) * h_{air}(t)
\]

(24)

where the term

\[
ref(t) \otimes ref(t)
\]

(25)

is the auto correlation of the reference template, and can be shown to be an even function, maximized at the origin, therefore

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} ref(\tau)ref(t+\tau)d\tau \leq \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} ref^2(\tau)d\tau
\]

(26)

the other term

\[
h_0(t) * h_0(t)
\]

(27)

based on Equation (16), is an auto convolution of an even function which is the same as an auto correlation and results in another even function, maximized at the origin. Therefore, theoretically, for one metre templates, the maximum correlation occurs at the origin regardless of angle value. For templates with non-trivial term \( h_{air}(t) \) (i.e.
range > 1 metre), that is not an even function, the maximum correlation may occur at a point shifted from the origin. Fig. 7(a) shows the result of cross correlation between the reference template with another one meter range template which results in an even function and 7(b) with a two meter range template which does not result in an even function. In the advanced sonar ring, because we truncate all the templates from both sides after convolution with \( h_g \), the TOF values are template dependent even for one meter templates. This truncation is necessary to minimize the sizes of the templates and to save DSP memory, and secondly to increase the speed of the template matching process.

In the advanced sonar ring, to solve this offset problem and avoid jumping TOFs, the template for one metre range and one degree bearing is selected as reference template and the start point of that is considered as the reference point of echoes.

The software uses a lookup table called offset table that contains offset values between the reference template and all others. To calculate the offset value, correlation between each template and the reference template is calculated and when maximum correlation occurs, the difference between two start points is calculated and considered as the offset value of that template (Fig. 8). To get sub-sample resolution the above mentioned interpolation method is also used in offset values computation. The offset table is pre-computed and saved with templates. Using offset values the equation (19) can be rewritten as
When the offsets are not applied, the result of range estimation for a stationary target such as a wall is not consistent and different ranges are calculated when the maximum correlation occurs with different templates. The experimental results, before and after applying this factor are shown in Fig. 9. This problem also occurs when a calculation process of a moving platform or moving target uses different templates due to change in the given range, for example when it uses 1 metre templates and then changes to two meter templates. Therefore the offset table removes the source of these errors.

3.5. **Cycle Hopping Rejection**

\[ TOF = 4\mu \text{sec}(\text{pulse}\_\text{peak}\_\text{no-}\text{template}\_\text{peak}\_\text{no-}\text{shift}\_\text{offset}) \]
As explained in previous sections, the matched filtering is performed using 13-samples in the cross correlation between an echo and each of the templates for a given range. If the maximum correlation is greater than 80% then the echo is considered as a reliable echo and the arrival time of the echo is estimated using equation (28). During experiments, we found the position of a stationary object sometimes jumps between two different positions. More investigation of the echoes showed that the maximum value of the cross correlation, which is sampled at the same rate of the echo (4 µsec), occurs in different locations within cross correlation vector, resulting in a varying TOF value caused by a changing shift, described in equation (19). This problem is called cycle hopping since the error in shift is usually approximately one wavelength and details are shown in Fig. 10.

The problem arises firstly due to a low sample rate of 250 kHz missing the real peak in the sampling process, and also due to the noise level in the captured echo, which makes the local maxima very close to each other and indistinguishable in some conditions. Cycle hopping occurs when the amplitude of an adjacent local maximum is greater than that of the samples calculated around the real peak position.

To solve the problem and to find a genuine peak position within the cross correlation values, an interpolation process is employed after the cross correlation calculation. This process computes a real peak value of the local maxima using a parabolic interpolation over three adjacent samples. Then, the maximum is chosen amongst the results of this process.
Fig. 10 (a) shows the 4 µsec cross correlation values which has a peak in the wrong position, compared to the other echoes captured from the same target and the same receiver. Fig. 10 (b) shows the continuous time correlation waveform and the result of the interpolation process on the local maxima is shown in Fig. 10 (c). As can be seen, this method can provide a better estimate of the real maximum and avoid the varying TOF.

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 11. This figure shows the effectiveness of the applied method in the real environment. The computed position of each object is considered at the end of each line. The cycle hopping causes a difference of about 4 samples i.e. 16 microseconds in the arrival time of the echo that corresponds to 2.75 mm difference in the range. As can be seen in Fig. 11, this variation affects the bearing estimation markedly when one of the ranges obtained from a receiver cycle hops.

3.6. Estimating the Bearing to Targets
The advanced sonar ring includes 24 pairs of transducers, and in each pair one transducer acts as transceiver and another as receiver. To derive the bearing angle to a physical target, a pulse must be received and accepted on both of the receivers of each pair, and correctly associated with each other and the physical reflector. Because the receiver physical spacing is just \( d = 40.5 \text{ mm} \), the correspondence problem is usually easy to solve, and is simply based on matching the arrival times and pulse amplitudes within predefined ranges. If both correlation coefficients are over 80% and the ratio of pulse amplitudes is between 0.5 and 2.5 and arrival times differ by less than \( d \times \sin(\text{Max\_Angle}) / c = 20 \mu\text{sec} \) (where \( \text{Max\_Angle} \) is taken as 10 degrees) which is consistent with transducers physical spacing, the association is flagged reliable, otherwise it is considered as unreliable and the information may be used for collision avoidance or further process.

Fig. 12 shows one transceiver \( \text{Trx} \) and one receiver \( \text{Rx} \) of a pair of transducers separated by a distance \( d \) which is 40.5mm in the advanced sonar ring. The distance-of-flights from the reflector to the two transducers are \( \text{dof\_trx} \) and \( \text{dof\_rx} \). The bearing angle to the transceiver, \( \theta \) is determined using the cosine rule.

\[
\theta = \frac{\pi}{2} \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{d^2 + \text{dof\_trx}^2 - \text{dof\_rx}^2}{2d\text{dof\_trx}}\right) \tag{29}
\]
4. The Advanced Sonar Ring Software Architecture

The software consists of three parts, a host program, a master program and a slave program. The host program is developed using C++ under Linux.

The master and slave programs are stored in the flash memory. After turning on the sensor, the master is booted via the byte DMA method of ADSP-2189M. This software is a command parser capable of communication with the host computer and all digital slave boards, allowing the central computer to control all parts of the advanced sonar ring. By sending a command to the master, it can boot all digital slave boards using internal DMA port. A fire command is issued to all slaves simultaneously, thus synchronizing the firing of all transceivers to within a clock cycle of 13 nanoseconds. The software of each slave can communicate with the master by a command parser containing some commands to access low level data. The most important part of this software is an echo processor that is organised into two phases. Fig. 13 shows an overview of the DSP processing. During the first stage, assembly code performs on-the-fly processing of the samples from the eight receivers to extract discrete pulses that exceed the noise floor. On-the-fly processing is essential not only to have a real time sensor but also to conserve the on-chip data memory of the DSP. The second stage processes the extracted pulses with C code to extract arrival times using matched filtering.
4.1. DSP Phase One Processing - Pulse Capturing

The phase 1 consists of highly optimised assembly code to extract pulses from eight receiver channels and save them into pulse buffers. This real time program enables approximately 128k words of raw receiver data to be processed in a transmit cycle to yield pulse results within the 48k words of data memory. The software is run while receiving echoes and processes all eight channels within 150 instruction cycles or two microseconds. This phase has a main program and a timer interrupt routine that runs every two microseconds. Each slave board contains eight 1-channel ADCs producing sampled data in 250 kHz. The timer interrupt routine fetches the next 12 bit ADCs samples from the eight receiver channels and places them into eight circular buffers. The interrupt routine is also responsible for generating the transmit pulse.

The main program runs in a loop where each iteration processes the block of data acquired since the previous iteration. The phase 1 processing occurs concurrently with respect to the capture time and consequently must keep up with the incoming data to avoid buffer overflow errors. The eight channels are processed independently through four stages: DC bias removal, thresholding, aggregation and storing into a pulse buffer (Fig. 13).

- **Filtering:** An optimised high pass software filter removes the DC voltage of echo. This process operates in-place on data in each circular buffer\(^{10}\).

- **Thresholding:** An adaptive threshold level is applied to allow for different time varying gains in the receiver preamplifiers resulting in different noise levels. The threshold level is increased when the pulse buffer is fully occupied and is decreased when it is nearly empty. Due to limitation in size of each pulse buffer especially in a cluttered environment, this adaptive method is useful from data processing point of view.

- **Aggregation and Storing:** When there are two or more consecutive blocks exceeding the threshold level, the software merges them along with the resulting ranges (sample numbers) for later template matching. Each receiver channel has its own pulse buffer. Due to the transmitted pulse shape, the length of an echo should be greater than eight samples. If only one block of eight samples is registered as an echo, two blocks which are before and after the block are also considered as part of the echo, then all three blocks are merged and saved into pulse buffer as a potential echo. This helps to keep low energy echoes which are usually reflected from edges or not specular surfaces.

4.2. DSP Phase Two Processing – Matched Filtering and Bearing Estimation

Phase two processing occurs in the DSP after all receiver channels have been logged and stored simultaneously in the pulse buffers. The processing time in this stage occurs in addition to the time of flight between transmitting and
receiving the furthest echo – approximately 32 milliseconds. This processing time then directly impacts on the real
time performance of the sensor since it takes place sequentially with respect to the capture time (Fig. 13).

To determine the echo pulse arrival times, matched filtering is performed on the echo pulses extracted during
phase one of the processing. Template matching obtains the arrival time by cross correlating the received echo pulse
with an echo template stored in the DSP. A template is a noise free pulse shape computed offline from a calibration
pulse obtained from a plane at one metre range straight ahead. Matched filtering and parabolic interpolation is
applied as described in section 3.

After all arrival times are estimated, the bearing estimation is performed for all targets seen by both receivers of
each pair using an above mentioned triangulation method. If a target is seen by just one of the receivers it is deemed
to be an unreliable target. At the end of the calculation, the slave boards are waiting to be read by the master board
and after the high level data of all slave boards are read and sent to the central computer, the master board sends
another fire command simultaneously to all the slave boards.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Repeatability Tests

This section presents the performance of the advanced sonar ring in terms of repeatability. Repeatability is the
standard deviation of repetitive measurements. The repeatability of range and bearing angle measurements are
tested.

Fig. 14 shows the standard deviation of range measurements which is obtained by placing an aligned plane at
varying distances in front of the sensor. The standard deviation is calculated from a sample of 300 measurements.
The graph shows that the standard deviation is less than 0.3mm for aligned planes that are closer than 4 m.

Fig. 15 shows the standard deviation of bearing angle measurements. The results are obtained by placing a plane
reflector aligned in front of the sensor at varying distances and measuring it repetitively three hundred times. The
standard deviation appears to be less than 0.2 degrees for ranges up to 4 m. The bearing angle to a target is
estimated from equation (29).

5.2. Accuracy Tests

The tests described in this section are designed to calculate the accuracy of the mean measurements of the
sensor. We test both the range and bearing accuracies.

Test 1 - Range using Aligned Plane
In this test, a plane reflector aligned in front of a pair of transducers at known distances from 0.4m up to 4m using a calibration jig manufactured for this purpose. Calculated bearing angle was maintained at 0 degrees in order to achieve consistent alignment. At each position 300 samples were recorded. The speed of sound was calibrated by using a straight line fit to the measurements. Fig. 16 shows the error in mean range for different positions of the reflector. The error in mean range is less than 0.6 mm for ranges up to 4 m. This error is mainly attributed to mechanical position error of the plane used in the experiment and variation of the speed of sound during the experiment.

Test 2 - Bearing using Laser
The accuracy of the bearing angle measurements was measured with the aid of a laser. An optically flat mirror was placed on the centre of the ring to allow it to reflect the laser beam to a measurement screen (Fig. 17). A certain pair of transducers in the ring is used to detect an aligned acrylic plane at range 1 m. The aligned plane does not obscure the laser since it is below the laser beam and the mirror. Initially, the mirror is positioned parallel to the measurement screen so the laser beam after striking the mirror reflects back on to the laser source. The initial bearing angle to the plane reflector is set to 0 degrees. The measurement screen is adjusted such that it is orthogonal to the initial laser beam path.
Once initially set up, the advanced sonar ring is rotated about the centre of the ring as shown in Fig. 18. To achieve an accurate optical angle estimate from the laser beam, the distance, $y$, between the sensor and the measurement screen is maximized to 5 m. Now, the sensor detects the plane at a bearing of $\phi$ which is equal to the sensor rotation angle. On the other hand, optical measurements estimate that the sensor has been rotated an angle $0.5 \tan^{-1}(x/y)$. Thus we estimate the accuracy of bearing angle measurements by comparing the sensor measured angle $\phi$ with the optically measured angle.
Fig. 19 shows the error in mean bearing angle at range 1 m. The sensor was rotated from -6 to +6 degrees. The error in mean bearing estimation is under 0.17 degrees.
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Figure 20. Region of Plane Detectability for a Pair of Transducers

5.3. Field of View

In this section, we present experimental results on the field of view of the advanced sonar ring. The field of view is the region in which the sensor proficiently localises targets. The field of view of the advanced sonar ring depends on the field of view of a pair of transducers. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 20. Within the shaded region, targets are completely detected and localised by the sensor. The figure shows the viewing area for a pair of transducers observing a plane target at positions out to 4 m range. The sensor is capable of covering full 360 degrees around the robot when the effective beamwidth of each pair of transducers is at least 15 degrees and this occurs for highly reflective specular targets at ranges closer than 2.8 m.

5.4. Multiple Target Demonstration

To illustrate the DSP processing, the sonar ring was placed among a set of reflectors. The test environment consists of concave right angled corners and planes as shown in Fig. 21. Measured targets are shown as a line connecting a pair of transducers to the observed object. Multi-path echoes that result in phantom targets are not shown in the figure. However, they can be distinguished and eliminated after generating a map of the environment.
The DSP sonar ring can be commanded to continuously report parameters on up to 20 pulses per receiver. Table II and III are these parameters in one position of the ring. The amplitude column represents the maximum amplitude of the pulse.

Figure 21. Multiple Targets Measurements using the Advanced Sonar Ring in a Real Environment

Amplitude information is useful in classifying targets based on their reflectivity and also can be exploited in the association process discussed below. The correlation coefficient lies between $-1$ and $+1$ and is an important outcome of template matching. It represents how well the received pulse matches the closest shaped template. A correlation coefficient above 80% indicates that a reliable arrival time has been obtained. Due to the slower sampling rate employed here of 250 kHz, the correlation coefficient is usually less than the correlations from a 1 MHz sample rate in 10. Values below 80% are unreliable for bearing estimation purposes but still give an indication that an obstacle is present. In the current implementation, stage 2 processing can be performed in about 35 milliseconds for all receiver channels and this translates to a maximum sensor cycle time of 32+35 milliseconds or a 15 Hz repetition rate.

In order to derive the bearing angle to physical targets, pulse arrival times must be associated between the left right receiver channels in each pair of transducers. Ambiguities are possible in this process when there are many closely spaced pulses. Data association is applied using the method explained in section 3.6.
TABLE II. RECEIVERS PULSE DATA FROM ENVIRONMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transd. Pair no</th>
<th>Arrival Time (µsec)</th>
<th>Range (m)</th>
<th>Amp. (ADC counts)</th>
<th>Correl. Coeff %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3482.035</td>
<td>0.591946</td>
<td>1492</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5867.018</td>
<td>0.997393</td>
<td>1765</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3768.959</td>
<td>0.640723</td>
<td>1514</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>4039.176</td>
<td>0.686660</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. TRANSMITTER/RECEIVERS PULSE DATA FROM ENVIRONMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transd. Pair no</th>
<th>Arrival Time (µsec)</th>
<th>Range (m)</th>
<th>Amp. (ADC counts)</th>
<th>Correl. Coeff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3482.112</td>
<td>0.591959</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5867.759</td>
<td>0.997519</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3768.606</td>
<td>0.640663</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>4030.988</td>
<td>0.685268</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV. TARGET ASSOCIATION RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associated Targets</th>
<th>Wall 1</th>
<th>Corner1</th>
<th>Wall 2</th>
<th>Corner2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair No</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range to Rx (m)</td>
<td>0.5919</td>
<td>0.9974</td>
<td>0.6407</td>
<td>0.6867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing to Rx (deg)</td>
<td>1.9377</td>
<td>0.9851</td>
<td>1.9181</td>
<td>3.5734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD of Range(m) in 2000 Repetitions</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD of Bearing(deg) in 2000 Repetitions</td>
<td>E-6</td>
<td>E-5</td>
<td>E-5</td>
<td>E-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD of Range(m) in 2000 Repetitions</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
<td>0.2861</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 21 shows results from different positions of the ring. The results of associating the measurements in Tables II and III are presented in Table IV. The estimation of standard deviation is based on 2000 repetitions of association in one position shows a very small dispersion from the average value, presenting the repeatability of the advanced sonar system.
5.5. Interference Rejection Concept and Results

In a simultaneously fired sonar ring, multiple transducers must share the same airspace and the pulses transmitted by one transducer may be received by others – this form of interference is also known as crosstalk \(^{14}\).

Figure 22. Voltage Waveforms Used to drive the Transmitters and Echo Pulse Shapes of Bank 0 and Bank 1 – see Fig. 3

Figure 23. Target Measurement Results Before and After Applying Interference Rejection
When the same sonar pulses are used for all transmitters, a receiver cannot determine whether echoes originate from the same pair or from some other pairs of transducers. The matched filtering of all received pulses possibly results in many phantom objects.

In the advanced sonar ring, each slave board can generate its own pulse shape and therefore using different pulse shapes can potentially eliminate most crosstalk. In this experiment, we divided the transducers into two banks, slaves 0, 2 and 4 as bank 0 and slaves 1, 3 and 5 as bank 1 (see Fig. 3). The two banks are interleaved so adjacent pairs of transducers belong to different banks. Fig. 22 shows voltage waveforms and captured echo pulse shapes of bank 0 and bank 1.

An experimental comparison that shows the advantages of creating different pulse shapes for adjacent transmitters can be seen in Fig. 23. The phantom objects resulting from crosstalk between two banks are eliminated due to significantly lower correlation than genuine echoes (about 60%). In this method, different templates for each bank have been saved in DSP, resulting in rejection of more than 50% of crosstalk. In addition, it is possible to have more banks i.e. more pulse shapes to achieve better interference rejection but since interference mostly occurs between adjacent pairs, most of the crosstalk is eliminated with just two banks. In fact multi-path echoes resulted from transmitters of the same bank can not be removed with this method and further processing using a map of the environment is necessary to distinguish them as in 17 and also due to wide beamwidth of the pulse no side-lobes occur in the transducer angular beam pattern 3.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The report has presented a new approach to a multi DSP real time sonar-ring sensor based on the real time DSP sonar echo processor 10 and the template matched arrival time estimator that has proven accuracy and robustness characteristics 3. The performance of the sensor has been illustrated by experimental results. The error in range measurement is less than 0.6mm and the one of the bearing angle is less than 0.17 degrees.

The new sensor has some advantages. Firstly, processing can be done locally obviating the data communication problem to a central computer. Secondly, due to real time signal processing, central processing can be devoted to higher level applications such as simultaneously localization and mapping (SLAM). Finally, the sonar ring enables simultaneous sonar sensing of the surroundings of a robot that is useful for on-the-fly applications on moving platforms.

Future work will be the implementation of the hardware on FPGA, classification of objects via movement using an extended kalman filter (EKF) and high level applications such as SLAM, obstacle detection and path-planning in real time.
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